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ABSTRACT
This study explores the impact of peer acknowledgement on learner
engagement and implicit psychological attributes in written annota-
tions on an online social reading platform. Participants included 91
undergraduates from a large North American University. Using log
file data, we analyzed the relationship between learners’ received
peer acknowledgement and their subsequent annotation behaviours
using cross-lag regression. Higher peer acknowledgements corre-
late with increased initiation of annotations and responses to peer
annotations. By applying text mining techniques and calculating
Shapley values to analyze 1,969 social annotation entries, we identi-
fied prominent psychological themes within three dimensions (i.e.,
affect, cognition, and motivation) that foster peer acknowledgment
in digital social annotation. These themes include positive affect,
openness to learning and discussion, and expression of motivation.
The findings assist educators in improving online learning commu-
nities and provide guidance to technology developers in designing
effective prompts, drawing from both implicit psychological cues
and explicit learning behaviours.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Digital social annotation, a platformwhere readers comment within
text margins while reading, has evolved into a dynamic arena for
computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) [24], facilitat-
ing peer interactions [1] and co-construction of knowledge [31].
However, the quality of online discourse varies, affecting learn-
ers’ interactive experience and learning outcomes [16]. Peer ac-
knowledgement, often conveyed through positive emoticons or
supportive words from fellow users, plays a pivotal role in shap-
ing user behaviour, both in social media [17, 25] and online learn-
ing environments [37]. However, despite extensive systematic re-
views on social annotation (e.g., [18, 58]), limited attention has
been devoted to understanding how peer acknowledgement influ-
ences learners’ subsequent behaviours within social annotation
platforms. Moreover, there remains a gap in our understanding
of the key factors that establish evaluative criteria for the quality
of written content and how this written content influences peers’
reactions. Consequently, it is imperative to delve into the exam-
ination of linguistic features within written annotations, as they
provide valuable insights into the psychological aspects of CSCL.
An in-depth exploration of the interplay between these dimensions
can inform the development of effective instructional strategies,
fostering student engagement with course materials and within the
online learning community [20]. This study aims to address the
existing gap by exploring the impact of peer acknowledgement on
learners’ subsequent annotation behaviours and comparing the rel-
ative importance of linguistic indicators within four psychological
dimensions (i.e., affect, cognition, motivation, and social) in writ-
ten annotations related to peer acknowledgement. Given that the
digital social annotation platform provides rich trace data without
interrupting learners’ natural learning processes, it is recommended
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to apply learning analytics to examine their “actual” learning be-
haviours [22] within this context. The following sections will delve
into the theoretical foundations, draw from previous empirical stud-
ies, and detail the human-centred analytical methods employed in
this study.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Peer Acknowledgement in Digital Social

Annotation
Digital social annotation is a productive forum for online learn-
ing [27, 31]. It employs a computer-supported communication ap-
proach to facilitate interactions among peers within a shared com-
munity or individuals with similar interests in specific topics. More
precisely, users can highlight valuable information by adding anno-
tations to selected text and respond to others’ annotations through
written text or by using emoticons to express reactions. This func-
tionality facilitates the co-construction of knowledge [31], nurtures
a sense of collaborative learning community [21], and transforms
individual learning styles to social ones by promoting flexible asyn-
chronous conversations [4]. In the digital era, social annotation
has emerged as a prominent pedagogical approach in higher educa-
tion, enhancing online interaction without impeding collaborative
learning among students. However, the quantitative and qualitative
aspects of online discourse can vary, in terms of engagement in
annotation activities and the content contributed, respectively.

Furthermore, the quality of interaction, especially as indicated
by the responses and reactions of peers, significantly influences
online users’ behaviours. Individuals may experience feelings of
isolation if they perceive a lack of connection with others in virtual
spaces [19]. In contrast, the perceived richness of online discussion
forums has a significant positive effect on student participation,
interaction, and learning [3]. For example, a previous study of a
social media platform known for knowledge sharing, identified
peer acknowledgement as a significant indicator of the recipient’s
comment behaviour, positively predicting more frequent and longer
comment posting [9]. A recent systematic review of empirical stud-
ies in social annotation has found that the majority of previous
research has focused on assessing learners’ performance by quan-
tifying annotation metrics [18]. However, despite these findings,
limited research has explored how peer acknowledgement, in the
form of receiving “upvotes” emoticons, impacts learners’ subse-
quent behaviour in digital social annotation contexts. This gap in
the literature underscores the need to investigate the influence of
peer acknowledgement on learners’ behaviours and the linguistic
factors that affect peer reactions in such environments.

2.2 Revealing Psychological Signs through
Linguistic Features in Computer-Supported
Collaborative Learning

Social annotations can significantly benefit students’ learning when
used effectively [6]. There is compelling evidence supporting the
positive impact of annotations on students’ memory and learning
(e.g., [45, 52]). Moreover, students who exhibit higher levels of crit-
ical thinking and connect their personal reflections to the course
materials tend to achieve superior outcomes compared to peers

who simply replicate provided content or engage in casual conver-
sations to demonstrate social skills [54]. However, some learners
may not be skilled enough to identify the key concept of a given
content [21], which may lead to reflecting at a surface level. On
another occasion, learners with lower working memory capacity
may shift their focus towards more superficial conversation when
tackling multiple sources [39]. In an autonomous context such as
digital social annotation, interactive actions among learners may
reflect the quality of a written text; there is an increasing demand
to employ computer processing of discourse to highlight crucial ex-
changes for the benefit of teachers and other stakeholders [46, 48].
Thus, cultivating the written text of annotation will give a fuller
picture of what makes a high-quality annotation, as observed and
acknowledged by peers.

The investigation of linguistic features becomes even more criti-
cal when considering the four dimensions of psychological factors:
affect, cognition, motivation, and social. According to the commu-
nity of inquiry framework [15], learners’ online learning experience
is influenced by their perceived emotional feelings, interactions
and cohesiveness within the community, which are highly corre-
lated to their cognitive procedures [20]. Studies by Pekrun and
colleagues [34] emphasize the role of emotions in learning, high-
lighting how emotions can significantly impact students’ compre-
hension and retention of information. Additionally, the cognitive
dimension encompasses various aspects of memory, cognitive pro-
cesses, and information processing [2], all of which are deeply
intertwined with the way students engage with and make use of
annotations and comments in their learning process. Furthermore,
Deci and Ryan [43] have extensively explored the motivational as-
pect, emphasizing the importance of intrinsic motivation in driving
effective learning. Finally, the socio-cultural theory [53] under-
scores the influence of social interactions on cognitive development
and learning. It emphasizes the significance of collaborative and
social learning environments.

Therefore, the investigation into linguistic features, within the
social annotation context, allows us to gain a comprehensive under-
standing of how these psychological dimensions influence students’
learning experiences. This understanding can inform instructional
approaches that promote effective learning strategies and foster a
deeper engagement with course materials and within the learning
community.

2.3 Aim of This Study
In this study, we aim to answer the following two research questions
(RQs):

RQ1. How does peer acknowledgement influence learners’ social
annotation behaviours?

RQ2.What are the predominant linguistic features that affect peer
acknowledgement?

We investigate the two research questions through a series of
learning analytics. We hypothesize that peer acknowledgement, in-
dicated by more upvotes received at time 𝑡-1, leads to more initiated
annotations and responses posted at time 𝑡 , exceeding the average
of peers’ contributions. Additionally, we aim to examine the im-
pact of learners’ psychological factors on peer acknowledgement
by employing text-mining and Shapley value techniques. These
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methods help us identify the most significant indicators for peer ac-
knowledgement by comparing emotional, cognitive, motivational,
and social perspectives. We will discuss the identified influential
predictive factors from these four dimensions in detail.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Participants
This study involved 91 undergraduate students (53 females and 38
males) who were enrolled in the course “Integrating Educational
Technology in Classrooms” at a large North American university
in Fall 2021. The average age of the participants was 20.67 (𝑆𝐷 =
1.25). The course was provided by the Faculty of Education and was
open to undergraduate students from various academic disciplines,
such as Medicine, Arts, Management, and Engineering. Therefore,
the participants represent students from diverse academic back-
grounds. Over the semester of twelve consecutive weeks, the stu-
dents were assigned to complete collaborative reading activities
using an asynchronous platform called Perusall1. The study ob-
tained ethical approval from the university’s Research Ethics Board
Office.

3.2 Learning Environment, Procedure, and Data
Sources

We use Perusall as the major learning context in this study. Perusall
is an interactive and collaborative annotation platform that em-
powers educators to design collaborative reading sessions utilizing
digital textbooks, documents, and online sources. It redefines soli-
tary reading assignments into collaborative social and educational
exercises [1]. During the semester, students were directed to anno-
tate class readings weekly through the acts of sharing comments
or responses. These annotations created by students were made
visible to their classmates (see Figure 1). Students could initiate an
annotation by leaving a comment under the annotated content. Ad-
ditionally, students could respond to annotations generated by their
peers. Furthermore, while this participation was not mandatory and
would not contribute to the course credit, students could express
their support to peers’ annotation using the “upvote” feature.

The assigned reading materials on Perusall encompassed 29 chap-
ters from books and research articles, including topics related to the-
ories and practical applications of educational technologies. These
assigned readings covered a broad spectrum, including compre-
hending challenges in educational technology, fostering virtual
learning through online resources, and engaging in collaborative
activities with social technologies.

The data sources analyzed in this study were exclusively re-
trieved from Perusall’s log files. To achieve the research purpose of
this study, we specially examined the extracted interactive behav-
iors of learners using three data sources: (i) learners’ interactive be-
haviors (i.e., number of initiated annotations and responses posted),
(ii) peer acknowledgement indicated by received peer upvotes, and
(iii) their written content on each annotation.

1https://www.perusall.com/

3.3 Analytic Methods
We leveraged a range of data mining techniques to address our
research questions. We used Cross-lag regression [23] to delve into
the role of peer acknowledgement in steering learners’ future so-
cial annotation activities in a sequential time context. Furthermore,
we adopted text mining strategies to pull linguistic features from
annotations, encapsulating affect, cognition, motivation, and social
facets. To pinpoint the crucial features influencing peer acknowledg-
ment in annotations, we applied the Shapley value technique [41].
Subsequent sections elaborate on these methods.

Cross-lag regression. To study the lagged influence of peer ac-
knowledgement on learner annotation behaviors, we employed the
Cross-lag regression analysis [23]. This approach is particularly
useful in examining the lagged effects of one variable on another
over distinct time intervals, and is widely used in various domains
including education and psychotherapy [32, 38]. In our context,
it helps unravel the complex relationship between peer acknowl-
edgment and the frequency of students initiating annotations and
responding to their peers’ notes. The Cross-lag regression can be
expressed as:

𝑌𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑡 · 𝑋𝑡−1 + 𝜖𝑡 , (1)

where 𝑌𝑡 is the annotation behavior at time 𝑡 ; 𝑋𝑡−1 is the peer
acknowledgment at the previous time step; 𝛽𝑡 denotes the cross-
lagged effect; and 𝜖𝑡 represents the residual error at time 𝑡 . The
intercept, 𝛽0, signifies the initial state of annotation behavior un-
affected by peer acknowledgment. Specifically, time 𝑡 and 𝑡-1 are
defined based on the order of 29 assigned readings distributed over
12 weeks. Each week involves the assignment of one to three read-
ings for annotation activities, depending on the overall workload
for that specific week. Given the asynchronous nature of social
annotation activities, where students often complete annotations
before receiving feedback, understanding this lagged relationship
becomes vital. Utilizing this method, we intend to uncover the sub-
tle influences of lagged peer acknowledgment on ensuing reading
behaviors in social annotation settings.

TextMining. To address our second research question, we applied
text mining techniques to extract linguistic features from student
comments using the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)
tool2 developed by Boyd et al. [5]. This tool applies natural language
processing (NLP) to quantify words and phrases corresponding to
specific psychological dimensions [50], allowing us to explore the
psychological attributes reflected in the students’ annotations. It
categorizes words into different linguistic and psychological di-
mensions covering emotions, cognitive processes, social aspects,
and linguistic style. Utilizing LIWC for linguistic feature extraction
involves the following five steps: text input, tokenization, lookup
in the LIWC dictionary, category counting, and analysis [35].

LIWC has facilitated research in various fields, aiding in the
analysis of emotional expression and cognitive processes in learn-
ing [19, 26, 57]. Using LIWC in our study reveals the nuanced
aspects of student interactions in social annotations, enhancing
our understanding of affective, cognitive, motivational, and social
dynamics.

2https://www.liwc.app/

https://www.perusall.com/
https://www.liwc.app/
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Figure 1: The Interface of the Social Annotation Platform Perusall.

Shapley Value. To investigate and filter those linguistic features
that have the highest effect on peer acknowledgment, one effective
approach is utilizing the Shapley value technique [41] — a concept
borrowed from cooperative game theory [14]. The Shapley value
assists in distributing the total effect fairly over various contribut-
ing factors such as the quality of teaching materials, instructor’s
teaching style, course difficulty, among others that are present in
the diverse features influencing the feedback.

Formally, the Shapley value Φ𝑖 of a player 𝑖 (in our context, a
feature) in a cooperative game is defined as:

Φ𝑖 =
∑︁

𝑆⊆𝑁 \{𝑖 }

|𝑆 |!( |𝑁 | − |𝑆 | − 1)!
|𝑁 |!

(
𝑀 (𝑆 ∪ {𝑖}) −𝑀 (𝑆)

)
, (2)

where the descriptions of notations are as follows:

• 𝑁 is the set of all players.
• 𝑆 is a subset of players not including player 𝑖 .
• 𝑀 (𝑆) is the characteristic function/model that outputs a
value to each input coalition 𝑆 .

• |𝑆 | and |𝑁 | denote the cardinality of set 𝑆 and 𝑁 respectively.

By evaluating all possible subsets of the linguistic features and
analyzing the marginal contribution of each feature within these
subsets, we obtain a detailed understanding of the individual impact
of each feature on peer acknowledgement, as indicated by the score
of upvotes received. The Shapley values derived from this analysis
not only quantify the importance of each feature but also facilitate
a hierarchical comprehension of their respective influences, ulti-
mately guiding focus towards the most critical aspects to enhance
peer acknowledgement.

4 RESULT
4.1 RQ1. How does peer acknowledgement

influence learners’ social annotation
behaviors?

To investigate our first research question, we carried out two cross-
lag regression analyses focusing on the interplay between peer
acknowledgment and the distinct dependent variables, namely, the
number of annotations initiated and responses given, respectively.
Before these analyses, we performed preliminary data cleaning. The
anticipated 2,639 data entries — calculated from 91 participants and
29 reading materials — was reduced to 2,205 due to incomplete in-
puts from 47 participants. Following z-score normalization [11] and
outlier exclusion, we finalized 1,989 data entries deemed relatively
independent given the diverse reading materials and one-semester
time frame.

Our analysis accounts for potential individual-specific effects
by implementing a linear mixed-effects approach. To address indi-
vidual variability within the model, we specifically incorporated a
random slope for the grouping variable (i.e., ID), which allows for
individual variability in the effect of the predictor variable [7]. In
our study, the random slope linear mixed model captures individual
differences in how the number of peer acknowledgements affect
their annotation behaviours. We show the details in Appendix A.

The result evidenced a significant relationship between received
peer acknowledgment at time 𝑡-1 and initiated annotation behav-
iors at time 𝑡 , with a substantial coefficient of 0.187 (𝑝<.001). This
confirms our hypothesis that increased peer acknowledgment posi-
tively correlates with a surge in subsequent annotation activities.
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Figure 2: Summary of the Shapley values across all 20 linguis-
tic features, categorized into four dimensions. Each value
signifies the average influence of its respective feature on
the model’s output, illustrating not only the magnitude but
also the direction of the impact.

This result underscores the predictive power of lagged peer ac-
knowledgment in determining future annotation behaviors, sus-
taining a prominent role in fostering engagement in social read-
ing activities. Similarly, we explored the impact of lagged peer
acknowledgment on the frequency of response in subsequent social
annotation activities, recording a significant coefficient of 0.052
(𝑝=.009). This aligns with our preliminary hypothesis, asserting a
positive predictive relationship between peer acknowledgment at
time 𝑡-1 and the learners’ responsive engagement at time 𝑡 . Further-
more, the reciprocal relationship between each annotation behavior
(i.e., numbers of initiated annotations and responses given) at 𝑡-1
and peer acknowledgement at 𝑡 is non-significant, indicating that
the previous annotation behaviors by students do not necessarily
influence peer acknowledgment in the next annotation activities.

4.2 RQ2. What are the predominant linguistic
features that affect peer acknowledgement?

In answering the second question, we conducted a text-mining
analysis of learners’ written comments. Specifically, we selected
twenty linguistic features from the LIWC dictionary covering four
dimensions that match best with our learning context, including
affect, cognition, motivation, and social (see Table 1). The mean
value represents the average linguistic features associated with
each selected indicator across all annotation entries, as determined
by the LIWC analysis. A higher mean score indicates a greater
percentage of words in the annotations expressing the selected
indicator. Each dimension contains features (indicators) that can
be categorized in that field. For example, written words that reflect
a degree of bravado in the sense of certainty such as “really”, “actu-
ally”, and “of course” are categorized into the cognition dimension,
while words that reflect motives in higher achievement (e.g., better)
are categorized into the motivation dimension [5].

The next step was to identify the most important linguistic fea-
tures that can predict obtained peer acknowledgment. Initially,
we assessed the compatibility of five machine learning models —

Figure 3: Fine-grained visualization of Shapley values with
respect to those selected linguistic features across all possi-
ble feature combinations. The left hand side shows the four
features that are strong positive indicators, while the right
hand side shows the four features that are strong negative
indicators. Points of red denote higher feature values, while
points of blue represent lower values.

Random Forest [8], Lasso Regression (Lasso) [51], K-Nearest Neigh-
bors (KNN) [47], and ElasticNet [59], Gradient Boosting Regressor
(GBR) [13] — with our dataset, using R-squared (R2) and Mean
Squared Error (MSE) as the metrics for evaluating the predictive
efficacy of these regression models. The details of model training
and overfitting prevention are described in Appendix B. As shown
in Table 2, GBR emerged as the best model, exhibiting the highest
R2 and the lowest MSE values on both cross-validation and test-
ing data. Subsequently, we employed the Shapley value technique
through the SHAP library3 with the GBR model (𝑀), as defined
in Eq. 2. According to the output Shapley values in Figure 2, most
of the selected indicators in the affect (e.g., “curiosity”, “emo_pos”),
cognition (e.g., “insight”, “tentat”), and motivation (e.g., “achieve-
ment”, “acquire”) dimensions exhibit significant positive predictive
effects on peer acknowledgement.

In contrast, among the twenty linguistic indicators, only four
of them exhibit moderate to strong negative predictive value on
peer acknowledgement. The negative indicators include “tone_neg”
and “emo_anx” under the affect dimension, “socbehav” and “assent”
under the social dimension. Two cognitive indicators, “differ” (i.e.,
expressions of discrepancies) and “certitude” (i.e., boasting of cer-
tainty), and one social indicator “socref ” (i.e., social reference), also
show a negative effect on peer acknowledgement, but these effects
are relatively small compared to others.

Figure 3 shows a more fine-grained view of the Shapley values
across all feature combinations, specifically focusing on the top
four positive indicators and the top four negative indicators. As
illustrated, expression of positive affect and motivation are strong
predictors of peer acknowledgement, while social indicators and
negative emotions have a contradictory impact in prediction. The
following section will discuss the implications in detail.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Peer Acknowledgement Facilitates Learners’

Social Annotation Behaviours
The primary focus of our first research question is to investigate the
impact of peer acknowledgement on learners’ annotation behaviour.

3https://shap.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

https://shap.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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Table 1: Summary and text-mining analysis of twenty linguistic features (indicators) from the LIWC dictionary.

Dimension Indicator Description Sample words Mean score Std. deviation

Affect

curiosity Expression of curiosity wonder, look for, research 0.97 1.02
emo_pos Expression of positive emotion happy, hope, good 0.62 0.76
emo_anx Expression of anxiety worry, nervous, afraid 0.07 0.20
tone_pos Positive tone support, well, new 3.31 1.77
tone_neg Negative tone bad, wrong, too much 0.82 0.90

Cognition

cause Causation make, because, why 2.94 1.54
certitude Boasting of certainty really, actually, of course 1.05 0.96
differ Differentiation but, not, if 4.01 1.71
insight Insight know, think, make 5.30 2.21
tentat Tentative something, or, any 2.59 1.52

Motivation

achieve Achievement work, better, best 1.90 1.38
acquire Acquire get, take, getting 0.59 0.67
affiliation Affiliation our, us, help 1.78 1.55
power Words with power ideas order, allow, own 0.85 0.83
want Want hope, want, wish 0.19 0.35

Social

assent Assent yeah, okay, yes 0.55 0.71
comm Acts of communication tell, thank, said 1.51 1.30
prosocial Prosocial behavior care, help, please 0.60 0.76
socbehav Social behavior say, said, love 4.46 1.99
socrefs Social referents you, we, he/she 6.67 2.86

Table 2: Evaluation and comparison of different machine learning models. The R-squared (R2) is the higher the better, while
the Mean Squared Error (MSE) is the lower the better. The best model is bolded.

Model cross-validation testing
R-squared (R2) Mean Squared Error (MSE) R-squared (R2) Mean Squared Error (MSE)

Random Forest 0.8794 0.2531 0.8682 0.2621
Lasso 0.8217 0.3132 0.8092 0.3207
KNN 0.7911 0.3512 0.7794 0.3603
ElasticNet 0.8123 0.3305 0.8004 0.3410
GBR 0.9231 0.1490 0.9123 0.1561

Previous research has consistently shown that active participation
in social annotation activities correlates with improved learning
outcomes and a greater benefit from insights contributed by peers
(e.g., [21, 28, 49]). Furthermore, peer support plays a pivotal role in
motivating individuals to engage in autonomous learning environ-
ments, where instructors typically take a less active role in guiding
discussions [12, 36].

Given the asynchronous nature of online interaction in social
annotation, our investigation focuses on the lagged effect of peer
acknowledgement rather than the immediate correlation between
received peer acknowledgement and social annotation contribu-
tions within the same time frame. We specifically explored how
peer acknowledgement received in previous activities influences
individuals’ subsequent annotation behaviours, including initiating
new posts and responding to others’ contributions. Our findings

provide strong support for the positive impact of peer support on
learner engagement in social annotation. In particular, learners
who received more peer acknowledgement in previous social anno-
tation activities were more likely to contribute by initiating posts
and responding to others. This increased engagement enriches the
learning experience and interactions within the community.

Our findings align with the components of social presence out-
lined in the Community of Inquiry framework [15, 16], suggesting
that a sense of genuine connection with others enhances engage-
ment in related activities [42]. Additionally, our results are consis-
tent with positive psychology [29, 30] and teamwork [44] theories,
which propose that individuals who feel welcomed in a community,
such as a social annotation group, tend to have a higher sense of
self-value in their involvement [40]. This, in turn, fosters mutual
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trust with peers from the same community, motivating individuals
to invest greater effort in contributing to the community.

5.2 Influence of Psychological Features on Peer
Acknowledgement in Written Text

Furthermore, we have identified specific psychological themes
within the content of written annotations that hold particular signif-
icance in eliciting peer acknowledgment. These findings shed light
on the key psychological themes that significantly influence peer
acknowledgment within digital social annotation environments.
Notably, several dimensions of psychological factors emerged as
strong predictors of peer acknowledgment. The practical implica-
tions for students, teachers, and other practitioners related to each
identified theme are also discussed below.

Positive Affect. Our findings reveal that expressions of posi-
tive affect, such as curiosity, positive emotion, and a positive tone,
exhibit a strong positive impact on peer acknowledgment. Learners
who convey positive emotions and maintain an optimistic tone
in their annotations are more likely to receive peer acknowledge-
ment. This aligns with previous research highlighting the role of
positivity in fostering social interactions and engagement [33, 56].
Conversely, expressions of negative affect, including a negative
tone or anxiety, could hinder peer acknowledgment. The finding
responds to the call for theoretical buy-in regarding the perceived
analytic value by examining the affective components of students’
online discussion [55]. Recognizing the impact of positive affect
on peer acknowledgment, educators can foster a positive online
learning environment. Incorporating elements that cultivate a sense
of optimism and camaraderie within the digital community can
contribute to a more supportive and collaborative learning space.

Openness for Learning and Discussion. Among the cognitive
indicators, annotations characterized by elements such as causa-
tion, tentative language, and insight tend to receive more peer
acknowledgment. For instance, one sample annotation scored high
in “causation” in the cognitive process stating, “I would love to see
more of this type of technology integrated into the classroom as it
helps students learn, creates new friendships, and teaches them to
cooperate”. By using the logistic conjunction and elaboration on the
statement, the annotation is more likely to foster peer acknowledg-
ment. However, expressions of discrepancies and certitude, which
reflect a degree of bravado, exhibit a slightly adverse predictive di-
rection. For example, an annotation scored high in “certitude” stated,
“100% I definitely agree”, shows a high degree of certainty but it also
presents less effort in the cognitive process and does not lead to
further discussion. This suggests that boasting certainty or show-
ing discrepancies in annotations may deter peer acknowledgment,
while openness to discussion and providing evidence for critical
thinking tend to attract more recognition. The theme offers insights
for students; understanding that annotations emphasizing critical
thinking and open discussion tend to attract more recognition pro-
vides them with a strategic approach. It also provides instructors
with guidance on setting evaluation criteria. Encouraging cognitive
engagement and discouraging excessive certainty or discrepan-
cies in social annotation can contribute to more meaningful and
acknowledged interactions among students.

Expression of Motivation. Another influential indicator is the
expression of motivation, particularly in terms of learners’ desire
to achieve, acquire knowledge, seek affiliation, and exercise power.
Annotations reflecting high motivation levels are positively associ-
ated with peer acknowledgment. One sample annotation received
high peer acknowledgement and also expressed high motivation in
the learning context stating: “Three-dimensional dissection is really
interesting. I took two anatomy courses last year where we missed
the experience of dissecting bodies in real life. Hopefully, I get to ex-
perience both dissections in Virtual reality and in real life”. These
words “hopefully” and “get to” demonstrate a sense of motivation in
gaining more experience. This suggests that learners who demon-
strate a strong drive and enthusiasm for learning are more likely to
attract recognition from their peers. In essence, motivation plays
a pivotal role in shaping the dynamics of peer acknowledgment
within digital social annotation environments. This insight can
motivate students to articulate their enthusiasm, fostering a more
engaged and active community within the online learning platform.

Social Aspects: Matter Less. Additionally, the social theme
identified from linguistic features does not contribute much to pre-
dicting peer acknowledgement, which is aligned with previous
study [54]. For example, words such as “okay” and “yeah”, typi-
cally associated with informal content like social conversations
and casual dialogues, do not significantly contribute to prompting
peer acknowledgment. This implies that learners’ engagement in
more formal and substantive discussions is more likely to elicit peer
acknowledgement in our learning setting.

To encapsulate, we identified three psychological themes that
have relative importance in fostering peer acknowledgement, con-
verting dimensions of affect, motivation, and cognition. Specifically,
learners who convey positive affect, exhibit high motivation and
engage in cognitive processes that encourage critical thinking tend
to garner more peer acknowledgment. Conversely, expressions of
negative affect and engagement in informal social behaviour are
associated with lower peer acknowledgement.

The findings provide insights for learners, teachers, and technol-
ogy developers by emphasizing the significance of affect, motiva-
tion, and cognitive engagement in shaping peer interactions. Teach-
ers can foster the development of a supportive learning community
by emphasizing these dimensions through the establishment of eval-
uation criteria. This encourages students to contribute to a positive
and encouraging atmosphere. The identified psychological themes
also provide practitioners and technology developers with novel
insights for designing effective feedback mechanisms by embed-
ding a learning analytic approach. Building on previous studies that
found significant results indicating the impact of learning analytics
on learners’ online discussions compared to instructor supervi-
sion [10], technology developers can design feedback systems that
acknowledge and reinforce positive contributions, thereby moti-
vating students to actively participate and contribute meaningfully
to discussions. For example, automatic detection algorithms can
be implemented to filter students’ annotations with the desired
themes and provide supportive prompts, such as awards and hints,
to those lacking in addressing these themes, alongwith encouraging
reactions.
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5.3 Limitation and Future Direction
Despite our findings, our study has several limitations. First, the
topics selected for social annotation relied on social sciences within
our learning context. Therefore, the generalizability of our findings
to other subject-specific contexts may be limited. Future studies
could explore participants’ learning trajectories in other domains
such as engineering or mathematics, which may involve different
content designs and workloads for assigned social annotation tasks.

Though valuable for analyzing written language, LIWC has some
limitation compared to advanced NLP approaches. For example,
its pre-defined dictionary may not cover emerging terms, and it
may struggle to capture complex sentences. Still, considering its
wide application in psychology [19], sociology [57], and computer
science [26] to analyze and understand language content and the
efficiency of the analytic process, it is appropriate to use this tool in
our social annotation context. To delve deeper into this context, a
more profound comprehension of the psychological factors that fa-
cilitate peer interaction could be attained by integrating qualitative
analysis into future study design. For instance, future research en-
deavours could encompass human coding of the extracted written
texts and the analysis of individuals’ reflective diaries or interviews,
delving into their experiences with social annotation activities.

6 CONCLUSION
Our research contributes to a deeper understanding of the role
of peer acknowledgement in promoting active participation and
collaboration among learners in computer-supported collabora-
tive learning environments. Drawing upon established theoretical
frameworks and empirical evidence, we shed light on the underly-
ing mechanisms that drive increased engagement and contribution
within these learning communities. Our study underscores the
significance of peer acknowledgement and its positive impact on in-
dividuals’ learning behaviors, while also highlighting the intricate
interplay of psychological factors that shape peer acknowledgment
dynamics within digital social annotation environments. The find-
ings provide empirical evidence for practitioners in education and
training using social annotation to promote peer acknowledgement
through encouraging positive affect, expression of motivation, and
openness for learning and discussion. Furthermore, educational
technology developers and programmers can utilize learners’ lin-
guistic features to design computer-human interactions that provide
adaptive hints to encourage effective interactions in digital social
annotations.
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A EXPLANATION OF MIXED-EFFECTS
LINEAR REGRESSION MODEL

In our study, we integrated a linear mixed-effects model in the
cross-lag regression analysis to investigate the influence of peer
acknowledgment on learners’ social annotation behaviors. The
model accounts for individual-specific effects, which is crucial in
our context where the effect of peer acknowledgment may vary
across participants: 𝑌𝑖 𝑗 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 · 𝑋𝑖 𝑗 + 𝑢1𝑗 · 𝑋𝑖 𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖 𝑗 .
• 𝑌𝑖 𝑗 : Dependent variable representing the social annotation be-
havior (either the number of annotations initiated or responses
given) for the 𝑖-th observation of the 𝑗-th participant.

• 𝑋𝑖 𝑗 : Independent variable indicating peer acknowledgment for
the 𝑖-th observation of the 𝑗-th participant.

• 𝛽0: Fixed intercept of the model.
• 𝛽1: Fixed slope, representing the overall effect of peer acknowl-
edgment on social annotation behavior.

• 𝑢1𝑗 : Random slope for the predictor 𝑋 , specific to each partici-
pant 𝑗 . This component allows the model to capture individual
differences in the relationship between peer acknowledgment
and social annotation behaviors.

• 𝜖𝑖 𝑗 : Residual error for the 𝑖-th observation of the 𝑗-th participant.
In summary, the model incorporates a random slope for the

grouping variable (participant ID), denoted as 𝑢1𝑗 in the formula.
This approach acknowledges that the effect of peer acknowledg-
ment on annotation behaviors may not be the same for all partici-
pants, thus providing a more nuanced understanding of the under-
lying relationships. This mixed-effects linear regression model with
a random slope component is pivotal in our analysis, as it aptly
handles the variability across individual participants, enhancing
the robustness and interpretability of our findings.

B MODEL TRAINING DETAILS
Training/Test Split. The dataset, consisting of 1989 data entries,

was divided into a training set (70%) and a testing set (30%). This
division resulted in approximately 1392 data entries for training
and about 597 entries for testing.

Cross-Validation. We employed 𝑘-fold cross-validation with 𝑘

set to 5 on the training data. This method divides the training data
into five subsets. The model is trained on four subsets and validated
on the remaining one, with this process being repeated five times,
each with a different subset as validation data.

Overfitting Prevention. Several strategies were implemented to
mitigate overfitting. These included applying regularization tech-
niques in models such as Lasso and ElasticNet, and limiting the
complexity of the Random Forest and Gradient Boosting Regressor
(GBR) models by controlling the maximum depth of trees. Per-
formance metrics were consistently monitored across both cross-
validation and testing phases.

Comparison of Cross-Validation and Testing Results. Overfitting
is often indicated when a model performs significantly better on
training data compared to unseen test data. In our case, the cross-
validation and testing results for each model are quite close. For
instance, the GBR, our best model, shows R-squared values of 0.9231
in cross-validation and 0.9123 in testing. This closeness in perfor-
mance metrics across both phases suggests good generalization and
is a positive sign against overfitting.
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